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eMethods. Description and validation of the MetaNSUE method 

 

First step: conversion to effect size 

First, the method calculates the bounds of non statistical significance of each study with NSUEs 

(i.e. the unreported statistic must be within these bounds), and converts them to effect sizes using 

standard formula.1 In a meta-analysis of the standardized mean difference between patients and 

controls, for example, the method calculates the t-values at which statistical significance would 

have been reached, and converts these t-values to unbiased Cohen's d. Statistics of studies with no 

NSUEs are also converted to effect sizes, along with all their variances. 

 

Second step: maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) 

The first step returned one effect size for each study that reported statistics, and two effect sizes 

corresponding to the bounds of statistical significance for each study with NSUEs, along with all 

their variances. 

An estimation of the parameters for the subsequent imputations is then conducted by maximizing 

the likelihood that the reported effect-sizes have those values as well as the likelihood that the 

unreported effect sizes are within those bounds. Relevantly, these parameters include the 

between-study heterogeneity (τ2, forced to be non-negative) and potential covariates used to 

individually predict the expected effect size of each study (with or without NSUEs). 

Specifically, the likelihood function to maximize is the product of the probability density 

functions of each reported effect size and the probability mass functions that each unreported 

effect size lays within its two effect size bounds: 
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where θ are the parameters (non specifically used in this text), yi is the value of the ith reported 

effect size, N1 is the number of reported effect sizes, yα/2,i y1-α/2,i and are the effect size bounds of 

the ith study with NSUEs, N2 is the number of studies with NSUEs, pdf is the probability density 

function, and pmf is the probability mass function. Note that the latter is the difference of the 

cumulated distribution function evaluated at the upper and lower effect size bounds: 
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where cdf is the distribution function. 

Assuming normality, pdf and cdf are: 
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where Xi is the ith row of the design matrix of the predicting covariates, β is the vector of 

coefficients of the model of predicting covariates, σ2(n,yi) is the variance of the effect size 

(depending on the sample size n and the reported effect size in pdf and the bounds of the effect 

size in cdf), ɸ is the probability density function of the standard normal distribution, and Φ is the 

cumulated distribution function of the standard normal distribution. 

Multiplication of X and β yields the expected effect size of each study (with or without NSUEs). 

 

Third step: multiple imputation (MI) 

The second step returns the expected effect size of each study and an initial estimation of the 

between-study heterogeneity. 

Several imputations of the unreported effect sizes are then randomly created according to the 

expected value, (within- and between-study) variance and statistical significance bounds of each 

study with NSUEs. This step is needed to create realistic “noisy” imputations, as imputing the 

missing effect sizes using their expected value would mean assuming that within-study variability 

and between-study heterogeneity are null. 

When the variance of the effect size does not depend on the effect size (e.g. when meta-analyzing 

correlations) the imputations are straightforwardly created by generating random values 

according to the truncated normal distribution (i.e. within the bounds of non-statistical 

significance): 
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Imputation when the variance of the effect size does depend on the effect size is less 

straightforward. Note that effect sizes with lower variance will receive more weight in subsequent 

meta-analyses, thus biasing the meta-analytic results towards them. In order to avoid this bias, the 

probability of a given effect size must be weighted by the inverse of the weight that the effect size 

would receive in a subsequent meta-analysis, with this weight being the inverse of the sum of its 

variance and the between-study heterogeneity: 
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Fourth step: meta-analysis and pooling 

The third step returns several imputed sets of effect sizes, which are then meta-analyzed using 

standard formula (MetaNSUE uses restricted-maximum likelihood random-effect models for its 

statistical advantages.)2 This step allows inclusion of meta-regression moderators3; based on 

simulations (see SM2 below), we recommend that they are also included in the MLE step. 

Finally, meta-analytic results are pooled using standard formula for MI.4,5 

Note that most complementary analyses, such as meta-regressions or the assessment of 

publication bias, may be similarly conducted for each set of imputations and then pooled. 

However, some analyses aimed to detect influential studies by repeating the meta-analyses using 

different subsamples, such as the jackknife / leave-one-out, must be conducted before the MLE 

step in order to avoid any influence from studies not included in the subsample being analyzed. 

 

Repeated measure analyses 
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Some repeated measures analyses may be straightforwardly conducted including the appropriate 

moderators in the meta-regression (as well as in the MLE step). This would be the case of a pre-

post analysis, where the meta-regression should include one factor for time (post vs. pre) and one 

factor for the studies. We used this approach to compare left vs. right differences in VS activation 

in our meta-analysis. 

Another type of repeated measures analysis, rather common in neuroimaging, is that when some 

samples have conducted more than one task, other samples have only conducted one task, and the 

meta-analytic researchers are interested in combining all the findings (but not in the differences 

between tasks). 

One approach to deal with this situation is to combine the brain responses to the different tasks 

(from now on “studies”) in order to have one brain response per sample.6,7 MetaNSUE software 

natively includes this approach: 

 During the MLE step, studies conducted with the same sample are downwards weighted 

so that the estimation of the parameters for the subsequent imputations is less influenced 

by these studies.  

 

 

Specifically, each study is weighted by: 
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where Nj is the number of studies conducted with the same sample j as in the ith study, 

and rrm is the expected correlation between repeated measures studies (e.g. between the 

brain responses to two different tasks). With this adjustment, the overall weight of the 

studies conducted with the same sample j in the MLE step is: 
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which is equal to 1 if rrm=1 (i.e. the different studies may be indeed considered the same), 

is equal to Nj if rrm=0 (i.e. the Nj studies may be considered independent, not repeated 
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measures studies), and has an intermediate value if rrm= lies between 0 and 1. These 

formulas may be derived, under general assumptions, from the decrease in variance of the 

effect size corresponding to the increase in z-value that would have been observed if the 

different studies conducted with the same sample j had been analyzed as a single study by 

the authors of the original studies.7 

 During the MI step, the noise for the studies conducted with the same sample is created 

accounting for the correlations between them. Specifically, a linear prediction model is 

used to estimate the mean and variance of the normal distribution used to impute a study, 

conditioned to the observed and/or to the already imputed studies conducted with the 

same sample. The coefficients of the regression may be obtained multiplying the inverse 

of the variance-covariance matrix of x1, ..., xn with the covariance vector of x1, ..., xn and 

y, and the variance of the dependent variable subtracting the variance explained by the 

model from the variance of y. 

 After the MI step, studies conducted with the same sample are combined in order to have 

a single study per sample. The effect size of the ‘combined study’ for the sample j is 

simply the mean of the effect sizes of the studies conducted with that sample. The 

variance associated to this effect size, however, is decreased by a variance reduction 

factor (VRj) so that the weight of the ‘combined study’ is increased as above:7 
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Please note that this VRj must only be applied to the inverse of the sample sizes.7 

 

Validation: comparison of MetaNSUE with standard meta-analyses 

To empirically validate the MetaNSUE method, 5000 sets of 10 simulated small studies (n=20) 

were meta-analyzed: 1) knowing all effect-sizes (i.e. the ideal scenario); 2) discarding studies 

with NSUEs; 3) assuming that NSUEs are null (zero); and 4) using MetaNSUE. Results from 2-4 

were then compared to 1. 

As shown in the following figure, estimations where positively strongly biased when discarding 

studies with NSUEs (bias=0.22), moderately negatively biased when assuming that NSUEs were 

null (bias=-0.07), and nearly unbiased when using MetaNSUE (bias<0.001). MetaNSUE bias was 

moderate when only one or two studies reported effect sizes (bias=-0.08), and nearly null if at 

least three studies did (Figure 2). Precision was small when discarding studies with NSUEs, and 
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moderate otherwise (SD=0.109, 0.045 and 0.039 respectively). 

 

 

 

Validation: inclusion vs. exclusion of moderators in the MLE 

Another set of 5000 simulations was conducted to assess whether including a binary variable 

defining subgroups in the MLE or conducting separate meta-analyses for the two subgroups could 

improve or worsen the estimation of the effect size of the subgroups. 

Bias when estimating subgroups and its difference was small to moderate, and higher when the 

binary variable was not included in the MLE (bias=0.013-0.032) than when it was included or 

separate analyses for the two subgroups were conducted (bias=0.008-0.019). 

Validation: false positive rate when none or only one of the studies reports the effect size. 

A last set of 5000 simulations was conducted to assess the false positive rate of the MetaNSUE 

method (i.e. simulating studies with from a population of studies with null effect size) when none 

or only one of the studies reported the effect size. 
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Global false positive rate of the MetaNSUE method was approximately 0.05 (specifically 0.038), 

being substantially conservative when none or only study wrongly reported a significant effect 

(false positive rate = 0 and 0.009 respectively). Most false positive meta-analytic results were 

produced when two or more studies wrongly reported a significant effect (false positive rate = 

0.43), but the probability that two or more out of ten studies wrongly report a significant effect is 

small (0.086). 
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eResults 

Relationship between VS activation during reward feedback and negative or positive symptoms 

Five studies had investigated the relationship with negative symptoms8-12 and we could retrieve 

the correlation coefficient in 1 (left) and none (right) studies, with the remaining studies reporting 

NSUEs. No relationship between VS activation and negative symptoms could be detected 

(p=0.10-1.00), though this result should be taken with caution because only five studies could be 

included. There was no residual heterogeneity (p=0.79-0.88). One study had investigated the 

relationship with positive symptoms13 and did not report significant findings. 

 

Relationship between VS activation during prediction error and negative or positive symptoms 

Four studies had investigated the relationship with negative symptoms14-17 and one had 

investigated the relationship with positive symptoms,14 with one reporting a negative correlation 

between VS activation and negative symptoms,16 one reporting the opposite relationship,15 and 

two detecting no statistically-significant correlations.14,17 

 

Combined meta-analysis of reward anticipation, feedback and prediction error 

This combined repeated-measures meta-analysis included 40 studies (30 samples), with reported 

differences between patients and controls in 12 (left) and 16 (right) studies, and NSUEs in the 

remaining studies. Patients showed significant hypoactivation in both left and right VS (d 

left/right=-0.40/-0.56, p<0.001 in both cases, Figure 1). 

Twenty of the studies (15 samples) had analysed the correlation between VS activation in patients 

and negative psychotic symptoms, with reported correlation coefficients in 8 (left) and 3 (right) 

studies, and NSUEs in the remaining studies. At trend level (0.008<p<0.05), left hypoactivation 

was more pronounced in patients with higher scores of negative symptoms (r=-0.30, p=0.027), an 

effect that could not be observed at the right VS (p=0.28). 

Eight of the studies (8 samples) had analysed the correlation between VS activation in patients 

and positive psychotic symptoms, with reported correlation coefficients in 2 (left) and 3 (right) 

studies, and NSUEs in the remaining studies. No relationship could be detected (p=0.40-0.88). 

Note: Moderate but non-statistically significant residual heterogeneity was observed in all 

analyses (I2: 52-74%, p=0.014-0.15). The detection of heterogeneity, however, may be 

underpowered for the fact that effect sizes from different domains are averaged if they were 

obtained in studies conducted with the same sample, homogenizing the findings. Thus, this 
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analysis is useful to yield a global picture, but it should be taken with caution as each domain 

may have its specificities. 
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eFigure 1. PRISMA flow chart 
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eFigure 2. Forest plots of the ventral striatum response to reward feedback in psychosis  

 

 

 

Studies with known measures are colored black and studies with NSUEs are colored gray. For each NSUE 
study, the light gray shadow area shows the interval containing 95% of the imputed effect sizes, whereas the 
dark gray central point shows the mean.  



 

	

eFigure 3. Forest plots of the ventral striatum response to reward reward prediction error in psychosis 

 

 

 

Studies with known measures are colored black and studies with NSUEs are colored gray. For each NSUE 
study, the light gray shadow area shows the interval containing 95% of the imputed effect sizes, whereas the 
dark gray central point shows the mean.  
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eTable 1. MOOSE checklist 
 
Criteria Brief description of how the criteria were handled in the 

meta-analysis 
  
Reporting of background should include 
   
 Problem definition  Contemporary theories propose that psychotic symptoms arise 

from abnormal processing of salient stimuli such as reward. 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies during 
reward processing tasks have detected alterations of ventral 
striatum activation in first-episode and chronic psychotic 
patients, as well as in subjects at clinical or genetic high-risk for 
psychosis. 

 However, fMRI findings seem inconclusive as some studies 
found reduced ventral striatum activation while other reported no 
abnormalities or hyperactivation. Furthermore, the relationship 
between symptoms and ventral striatum activation in psychosis 
during reward processing is unclear, with some studies revealing 
significant correlations with psychotic symptoms and others not. 

 
 Hypothesis statement  This meta-analysis summarizes the ventral striatum activation 

abnormalities during monetary reward processing in psychosis, 
and their relationship with symptoms, using an innovative 
methodological approach that includes all studies even if they 
state that findings did not reach statistical significance but do not 
report statistics. 

 Complementary analyses (assessment of heterogeneity, potential 
reporting bias, meta-regressions and etcetera) are conducted to 
assess the robustness of the meta-analytic findings and the 
effects of potential clinical and methodological moderators.  

 
 Description of study outcomes  Cohen's d of the differences in (right and left) ventral striatum 

activation (to reward anticipation, feedback of reward and 
reward prediction error) between subjects with ICD/DSM 
diagnosis of schizophrenia spectrum disorder (schizophrenia, 
schizophreniform, schizoaffective) or genetic and clinical high-
risk state for psychosis and healthy controls. 

 Pearson correlation coefficient r of the relationship between 
(right and left) ventral striatum activation (to reward 
anticipation, feedback of reward and reward prediction error) in 
patients with psychosis and positive and negative psychotic 
symptoms. 

 The meta-analysis also includes the study of the residual 
heterogeneity (I2), publication bias (meta-regression by standard 
error), sensitivity (Jacknife analyses), differences between left 
and right ventral activation (difference in Cohen's d using a 
repeated-measures meta-regression for side), subgroups 
(medication-free, patients, HR individuals, and ROI studies) and 
meta-regressions for age, percentage of males, percentage of 
medicated patients, year of publication and quality score (change 
in Cohen's d and p value). 
 

 Type of exposure or 
intervention used 

 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data was 
acquired while patients and controls conducted monetary reward 
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processing tasks (reward anticipation, feedback of reward and 
reward prediction error). 
 
 

 Type of study designs used 
 

 Cross-sectional fMRI studies  
 

 Study population  Subjects with ICD/DSM diagnosis of schizophrenia spectrum 
disorder (schizophrenia, schizophreniform, schizoaffective) or 
genetic and clinical high-risk state for psychosis and matched 
healthy controls. 
 

Reporting of search strategy should include
   
 Qualifications of searchers  Both investigators (AS and PFP) are PhD. 

 
 Search strategy, including time 

period included in the 
synthesis and keywords 

 The search was extended until July 2015. The electronic research 
adopted several combinations of the following keywords: 
“psychosis”, “schizophrenia”, “high-risk psychosis”, “salience”, 
“fMRI”, “ventral striatum”, “reward”, “prediction error”. A 
second step involved the use of Scopus® and a manual search of 
the reference lists of the retrieved articles. 
 

 Databases and registries 
searched 
 

 Web of ScienceSM, MEDLINE® and Scopus®. 

 Search software used, name 
and version, including special 
features 
 

 Web of KnowledgeSM and Scopus®. 

 Use of hand searching  We hand-searched bibliographies of retrieved papers for 
additional references. 
 

 List of citations located and 
those excluded, including 
justifications 
 

 Details of the literature search process are outlined in the 
Supplementary Material (PRISMA figure).  

 Method of addressing articles 
published in languages other 
than English 
 

 The search included original articles written in English. All 
others were excluded.  

 

 Method of handling abstracts 
and unpublished studies 
 

 Abstracts and unpublished studies were excluded. 

 Description of any contact 
with authors 
 

 We contacted all the corresponding authors to provide additional 
data when needed. 

Reporting of methods should include
   
 Description of relevance or 

appropriateness of studies 
assembled for assessing the 
hypothesis to be tested 

 Detailed inclusion and exclusion criteria are described in the 
methods section.  

 Rationale for the selection and 
coding of data 

 Data extracted from each of the studies were relevant to the 
population characteristics, study design, exposure, outcome, and 
possible effect of confounders. 
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 Assessment of confounding  Meta-regressions and/or subgroups were used to examine the 

influence of age, gender, illness stage, antipsychotic medication, 
use of ROIs, year of publication and quality score. 

 
 Assessment of study quality, 

including blinding of quality 
assessors; stratification or 
regression on possible 
predictors of study results 

 We assessed the quality of the selected studies by evaluating 
sample size, inclusion criteria, exclusion criteria + substance 
abuse, match for sex / age / handedness / IQ, control for motion 
artifacts, co-registration with anatomical image, software and 
statistical test applied, ventral striatum definition, 
psychopathology, correction for multiple testing. Details are 
outlined in the Supplementary Table 2.  

 
 Assessment of heterogeneity  Heterogeneity across studies was investigated with meta-

regressions, and assessed calculating H2 and the p-value of the 
heterogeneity test. 

   
 Description of statistical 

methods in sufficient detail to 
be replicated 
 

 Description of methods of meta-analyses, meta-regression and 
assessment of publication bias are detailed in the methods and 
Supplementary Material. Open-source software is provided to 
straightforwardly replicate the analyses. 

 Provision of appropriate tables 
and graphics 

 We include the PRISMA flow-chart and several tables to 
describe the literature search and its results. Several graphs are 
used to describe the main findings of the analyses. 
 

Reporting of results should 
include 

 

   
 Graph summarizing individual 

study estimates and overall 
estimate 
 

 It is appended it in the main text. 

 Table giving descriptive 
information for each study 
included 
 

 It is appended it in the main text. 

 Results of sensitivity testing 
 

 Sensitivity of the findings is assessed by means of Jackknife 
analysis. 

 
 Indication of statistical 

uncertainty of findings 
 

 P-values, confidence intervals and Jackknife analyses. 

Reporting of discussion should include 
   
 Quantitative assessment of 

bias 
 
 

 Possibility of potential reporting bias was quantified by 
conducting meta-regressions by the standard error. 

 Justification for exclusion  Exclusion criteria were: (a) other salience contrasts exploring 
anticipation of loss, neutral and non-monetary reward outcomes 
(VS findings of these studies were summarized in the 
Supplementary Table 3) and (b) overlapping datasets (we only 
included the article reporting the largest and most recent dataset). 
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 Assessment of quality of 
included studies 

 The quality assessments can be found in the supplementary 
Table 2. The effects of the sum score of the quality assessment 
are investigated using meta-regression.  

 
Reporting of conclusions should include 
   
 Consideration of alternative 

explanations for observed 
results 
 

 We discuss potential mechanisms of our findings.  
 
 

 Generalization of the 
conclusions 

 We include statements about the generalization of our results in 
the discussion and conclusions and suggest potential 
developments for future studies in the discussion. 
 

 Guidelines for future research  They are provided in the discussion. 
 

 Disclosure of funding source  All funding is declared in the main text. 
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eTable 2. fMRI ventral striatum findings of studies addressing anticipation of monetary loss, 
aversive feedback and aversive prediction error 

 Patients with psychosis  Controls  Ventral striatum 
findings (controls 

vs. patients) 
 Stage 

(a) 
N Age Males Medicated  N Age Males  

 
Anticipation of loss  
            

Grimm 
201422 

HR 
(FGR) 

54 33.6 43% 0%  80 33.5 49%  Reduced left (z = 
4.61, p corrected < 
0.03) and right VS 
activation (Z = 
4.86, p corrected < 
0.006) in the whole 
brain analysis 
 

Hägele 
201436 

Chronic 
(SZ) 

44 34.2 61% 64%  54 37.7 76%  No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation  
 

Juckel 
201224 

HR (BS 
& 

SIPS) 

13 25.5 85% 46%  13 25.7 85%  Trend for reduced 
left VS activation (t 
= 1.84, p = 0.098) 
 

Mucci 
201426 

Chronic 
(SZ) 

28 33.1 64% 100%  22 31.9 45%  No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation  
 

Silva-Alves 
201332 

Chronic 
(SZ) 

10 22.7 100% 100%  12 34.5 100%  Reduced left VS 
activation (t = 4.7, 
p corrected < 
0.001) 
 

Waltz 201035 Chronic 
(SZ) 

17 37.8 76% 100%  17 37.8 71%  No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation  
 

Note: A preliminary meta-analysis of these studies showed hypoactivation in both left and right VS (d=-
0.56 in both sides, p left/right=0.001/0.028). No residual heterogeneity was observed (p=0.10-0.19). In the 
left side, jackknife analyses showed roughly similar hypoactivation when any single study was discarded in 
the left side (d=[-0.39-0.67], p<0.07 in all cases). In the right side, they showed roughly similar 
hypoactivation when any study with NSUEs was discarded (d=[-0.62,-0.92]; p<0.015 in all cases), while a 
lack of activation differences was found when the only study detecting differences between patients and 
controls was discarded (p=0.99). 
            
Processing of aversive feedback  
            
Nielsen 
2012a10 

FEP 
(SZ, 
SA) 

31 25.9 71% 0%  31 25.7 71%  Certain and 
uncertain loss 
outcome > neutral 
outcome: 
No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation  
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Schlagenhauf 
200913 

Chronic 
(SZ) 

15 30.1 80% 0%  15 30.1 80%  Successful > 
unsuccessful loss-
avoidance: 
Reduced left (t = 
3.38, p corrected = 
0.02) and right VS 
activation (t = 2.77, 
p corrected = 
0.011) 

            
Aversive prediction error 
            
Romaniuk 
201037 

Chronic 
(SZ, 
SA) 

20 36.4 70% 100%  20 35.1 70%  No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation 
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eTable 3. fMRI ventral striatum findings of studies addressing other salience related contrasts 
 
 Patients with psychosis  Controls  Ventral striatum 

findings (controls vs. 
patients) 

 Stage 
(a) 

N Age Males Medicated  N Age Males  

 
Aversive Pavlovian conditioning 
            

Jensen 
200838 

Chronic 
(SZ, 
SA) 

13 37.6 77% 85%  13 36.5 69%  Loud noise as US:  
Contrast ‘CS+>CS-‘: 
Reduced activation 
left VS (Z=3.08, 
p<0.05 small volume 
corrected) 
Increased right VS 
activation towards 
CS- (Z=4.14, p 
corrected < 0.05) 
 

Romaniuk 
201037 

Chronic 
(SZ, 
SA) 

20 36.4 70% 100%  20 35.1 70%  IAPS pictures as US: 
Contrast ‘CS+>CS-: 
No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation 

            
Responses to emotional stimuli 
            
Dowd 
201039 

Chronic 
(SZ, 
SA) 

40 36.8 65% 100%  32 36.3 66%  IAPS: 
Reduced right VS 
response to positive 
low (F = 6.14, p < 
0.03) and high arousal 
stimuli (F = 5.58, p < 
0.03) 
 

Grimm 
201240 

Chronic 
(SZ) 

23 30.3 26% 100%  23 28.9 26%  Food stimuli: 
Contrast ‘food stimuli 
> control stimuli’: 
Reduced left (T=3.99, 
p corrected 0.034) 
and right VS 
activation (T=3.93, p 
corrected 0.034) 
 

Harvey 
201041 

Chronic 
(SZ) 

30 30.4 63% 90%  26 30.7 50%  No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation during 
positive information 
processing 
 

Modinos 
201542 (b) 

FEP (P) 18 27.9 73% 56%  22 23.8 45%  No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation  

HR 
(UHR) 

18 24.4 56% 0% 

            
Response to auditory oddball stimuli 
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Liddle 
200643 

Chronic 
(SZ, 
SA) 

28 31.6 68% 93%  28 28.2 75%  Contrast ‘target > 
standard stimuli’: 
Reduced left (t=5.0, p 
uncorrected < 0.0005) 
and right VS 
activation (t=3.57, p 
uncorrected < 0.005) 
[reduced VS also seen 
for contrast ‘target > 
novel’] 
 

Wolf 
200844 

Chronic 
(SZ, 
SA) 

17 31.9 53% 94%  21 28.6 52%  No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation 

            
Responses during probabilistic decision-making (beads task) 

            
Rausch 
201445 

Chronic 
(SZ) 

23 33.8 70% 100%  28 35.8 54%  Reduced right VS 
activation (T = 2.93, p 
corrected = 0.038) 
 

Rausch 
201546 

HR 
(ARMS) 

24 22.0 58% 0%  24 23.2 63%  Reduced right VS 
activation (t = 3.09, p 
corrected = 0.030) 

            
Response during probabilistic reversal learning 

            
Waltz 
201347 

Chronic 
(SZ, 
SA) 

29 39.6 83% 100%  21 39.6 71%  No between-group 
differences in VS 
activation.  
Correlation with VS 
activation loss stay > 
win stay and negative 
symptoms SANS 
anhedonia & avolition 

            
 

Footnote to eTables 2 and 3: 

Abbreviations: ARMS, At Risk Mental State; BS, Basic Symptoms; HR, High Risk; FEP, First 
Episode Psychosis; FGR, First Grade Relatives of schizophrenia patients; SIPS Structured 
Interview for Prodromal Symptoms; P, Psychosis unspecified type; SA, SchizoAffective; SZ, 
Schizophrenia; UHR: Ultra High Risk. 

(a) Genetic risk was defined as: i) first grade relatives of schizophrenia patients or ii) siblings of 
schizophrenia patients. The clinical high risk state was defined according to international and well 
validated criteria detailed elsewhere48 which include: i) attenuated psychotic symptoms, ii) brief 
and limited intermittent psychotic symptoms, iii) genetic risk and deterioration syndrome, (iv) 
basic symptoms. 
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(b) This study (may have) included patients with diagnoses other than schizophrenia, 
schizoaffective or schizophreniform disorders. 
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eTable 4. Quality assessment of the included studies and the rating of the studies 
 

Author 
& year 

Sam
ple 
size 

Inclusi
on 

criteri
a 

Exclus
ion 

criteria 
+ 

substa
nce 

abuse 

Match for 
age/sex/ 

handednes
s/IQ 

Contr
ol for 
motio

n 
artefa

cts 

Co-
registrat
ion with 
anatomi

cal 
image 

Softw
are 
and 

statisti
cal test 
applie

d 

VS 
definiti

on 

Psychopatho
logy 

Correct
ion for 
multipl

e 
testing 

Sum 
of the 
scores 

& 
categ
ory 

Abler 
200818 

1 2 2 1 2 0 2 2 2 0 14 

De 
Leeuw 
20158 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 

Diacones
cu 201119 

1 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 15 

Dowd 
20129 

2 2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 18 

Esslinger 
201220 

2 2 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 17 

Gillen 
201521 

1 2 1 1 2 0 2 2 2 0 13 

Gradin 
201114 

1 2 2 1 2 0 2 2 2 2 16 

Grimm 
201422 

2 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 18 

Juckel 
200623 

0 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 17 

Juckel 
201224 

1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 16 

Koch 
201025 

1 2 2 1 2 0 2 2 2 0 14 

Morris 
201215 

1 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 17 

Mucci 
201426 

2 2 2 1 2 0 1 2 2 2 16 

Murray 
200827 

1 2 1 2 0 0 2 2 0 2 12 

Nielsen 
2012a10 

2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 19 

Nielsen 
2012b28 

2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 17 

Roiser 
201329 

1 2 1 2 2 0 2 2 2 0 14 

Schlagen
hauf 

200830 

0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 18 

Schlagen
hauf 

200913 

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 19 

Schlagen
hauf 

201431 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 20 

Silva 
Alves 
201332 

0.5 2 2 1 2 2 2 0 2 2 15.5 

Simon 
201011 

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 17 

Smieskov
a 201533 

1.5 2 2 2 2 0 2 2 2 2 17.5 

Walter 
200934 

1 2 2 1 2 0 1 0 2 2 13 

Waltz 
200916 

1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 19 

Waltz 
201035 

1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 18 

Wolf 
201417 

2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 0 17 
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Wotruba 
201412 

2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 19 

 
Rating criteria: Sample size:n1<12,n2<12: 0 point; n1<12,n2=12-20: 0.5 point; n1<12,n2>20: 1 
point; n1=12-20,n2<12: 0.5 point; n1=12-20,n2=12-20: 1 point; n1=12-20,n2>20: 1.5 point; 
n1>20,n2<12: 1 point; n1>20,n2=12-20: 1.5 point; n1>20,n2>20: 2 point; Inclusion criteria: 0 
(not reported), 1 (partly reported), 2 (reported); Exclusion criteria + substance abuse: 0(not 
reported), 1 (only one reported), 2 (reported); Matched for age/sex/handedness/IQ: 0 (for no 
parameter), 1 (partly), 2 (for all parameters); control for motion artefacts: 0 (not performed), 2 
(performed); Co-registration with anatomical image: 0 (not performed), 2 (performed); Software 
and statistical test applied: 0 (not reported), 1 (partly reported), 2 (reported); VS definition: 0 (not 
described), 2 (described, including whole brain approaches); Psychopathology: 0 (insufficiently 
or not reported), 2 (for all groups reported); Correction for multiple testing: 0 (not corrected), 2 
(corrected). 
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